ABSTRACT. In this note we derive a proof of Pollaczek-Spitzer identity using a generalization of Takacs ballot theorem.
k,,, are non-negative integers with sum k < mn for some integer tn and letn, be the number of cyclic permutations (kl,k ki,)of (kl, k.z, ...,k,) such that kil + k6 + + k jm r for all j 1,2 n, with equality holding for at least one of these j's, r 1,2 ,m. Then , rn,-nm-k (1.1) On setting r tn ki, we get the following generalization: Let r, r2,..., r,, be integers with sum s and let n, be the number of cyclic permutations in which all the partial sums are greater or equal to r with at least one sum equal to r. Then rn,-s (1.2)
PROOF of (1.1). Consider n boxes arranged in a circle and numbered 1 to n in the clockwise direction. Initially box contains k balls. Starting from box n search the boxes in the anti-clockwise direction and should a box contain tn + r balls for some r > 0, then remove r balls from the box containing these m + r balls and place them in the box that follows immediately in the anti-clockwise direction. Repeat the above steps until the number of balls contained in each box is less than or equal to m. Let B be the number of balls contained in box after the re-allocations as specified are completed and let nl be the number of integers amongB,B2, B,, which are equal to m i, 0,1 m. Since E (m i)ni k and E n n,
we have E ini -nm k.
Letk,/i-kiand So-ki+ki+l+... +ki+j, i,j-1,2 n. Then Bi-m-r 1 r m, ifandonly if Sii jm r for all j with at least one index for which S, tm r. To prove this assume without loss of generality that 1. Suppose B m r, 1 r m, and S, > tm r for some > 2. Then we must [2] [10].
